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Do�you�want�to...
learn more about working with diverse groups of
children and young people?
explore and try out new tools and methods to
implement inclusive activities? 
share good practices and develop new ones? 
get to know same-minded people from all around
Europe and exchange ideas?

If�YES,�this�training�course�is
for�you!



Short�Description
Work with children, especially with children with special needs,
comes with necessity of adapting the activities and finding
innovative and inclusive methods for teaching. With this training
course, focusing on inclusive education we would like to give
teachers, educators and youth workers the background
understanding and efficient tools to implement inclusive activities
for their target groups. The goal is to share good practices and
develop new ones that will offer appropriate educational activities
for all children and young people.



European
Children's�Towns

A children's town is a hands-on project for children with the aim of
conveying complex relationships from the adult world in a playful
way. In their own city, the participating children can try out
different jobs, make political decisions together and, of course, have
a lot of fun. This creates a city life that the participating children
shape and develop themselves. They have to playfully deal with
democratic voting processes and topics such as social coexistence,
work and wages, self-determination and co-determination.



�Special
features�of�this

course

 
 

Cities of
Learning

playlists and
badges as

pathways of
learning.

 
 

An interactive and
engaging programme,
giving participants the

chance to road test
and experience tools

themselves.
 
 

A space for meaningful
knowledge exchange

with participants
encouraged to share
their experiences and

tools.

A networking
opportunity to meet

and connect with
others in the field

who have an interest
in working with
young people. 



Objectives
The training

programme is
designed to provide a
safe space for sharing,

with experiential
learning and a chance

to try out different
tools and explore how
they can be applied to
youth work practice.

 

This training course
aims to give participants
space to experience and

share tools and
approaches as well as

investigating new
opportunities, all the

while having an eye on
the realities and

challenges of using
them.

Explore and review
different tools and

methodologies
  and develop increased

skills and recognise
how to apply them in
international youth

work

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1llIRQWiMsLOOX0GFgWI0AAqqZUBy0h1TbVbKK3kj250/edit?usp=sharing


Expected
Participant's

Profile
youth worker, educator, volunteer

able to communicate in English

at least 18 years old 

Be ideally associated with our
project partner organisations
from Spain, Romania, Slovenia,
the Netherlands and Germany



Venue

You will be hosted in shared bedrooms with other participants of
the training course. All meals during your stay here will be
provided, including coffee/tea breaks. Towels and sheets will be
provided, please bring your own hygiene products. Please indicate
in the application form, if you have any dietary restrictions.

European Youth Educational
Center Magdeburg (EJBM)
Lüttgen-Ottersleben 18a, 39116
Magdeburg



Travel

There’s no commercial flight airports in Magdeburg, the
closest flight connections are Berlin, Leipzig or
Hannover. Then, a bus (www.busradar.com) or train
(www.bahn.com/en) has to be taken to Magdeburg
main station (Magdeburg Hbf). Main bus station and
main train station are conveniently located next to each
other. The actual travel costs will be reimbursed after
the youth exchange when we receive all theoriginal
travel documents form you team.
For easier traveling in Magdebrug you can download the
INSA App.



Travel
Budget

When the tickets are booked please
inform us (jelena.vidanovic@ejbm.de)
about your arrival time to Magdeburg. 

ERASMUS+ will pay the travel expenses
up to a fixed amount calculated from

the distance between the location of the
partner organization and the location of

the youth exchange (Magdeburg).

Budget according to the
distance:

10 and 99KM: 20 EUR per
participant,

100 and 499 KM: 180 EUR
per participant,

500 and 1999 KM: 275
EUR per participant,

2000 and 2999 KM: 360
EUR per participant.



Important
Information

To reimburse travel expenses, European Youth Educational Centre
Magdeburg needs the ORIGINAL travel documents with date, location
(from where to where), name of the traveler and price visible. 
E-Tickets/-Invoices must be accompanied by proof of payment. 
Missing tickets will not be reimbursed. Travel expenses will only be
reimbursed up to the actual amount payable.
The organizers will not provide any additional accommodation outside
the dates of the exchange. If you wish to travel on other dates than the
dates of the exchange, please take contact with the organizers before
purchasing your tickets.

Try to find the most economical way of
traveling. Book the tickets as soon as
possible. 
Before booking your trip send your travel
proposal to us.



If�you�are�interested,
please�fill�out�the

following�Google�Form:
https://forms.gle/RYt76rEis8z4

om5v5



Find�out�more:
�

https://www.instagram.com/ejb
magdeburg/

 
https://www.facebook.com/EJB

Magdeburg/

Contact�us:
�

 
jelena.vidanovic@ejbm.de

+491608498666


